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4Q 13/ 14 broadly in line with expectations
Outlook less inspiring than we hoped for
No need to change our recommendation

The company's 4Q figures come in broadly in line with our expectations while the outlook for
FY 14/ 15 looks so far rather disappointing.
4Q 13/ 14 results: Wolford's 4Q 13/ 14 operating performance was broadly in line with our
forecast. However, due to positive tax effects net profit come in EUR 2 mn better than we
expected. Operating cash flow was flat yoy and free cash flow declined slightly to EUR -0.3 mn.
The company's equity ratio declined from 53.7% to 54.9%. Due to decline in PPE position the
asset structure was a bit less favourable.
Segments: While group revenues declined yoy by 0.4%. Currency adjusted sales grew by 1%
(USD and GBP effect). Despite the negative fx effects, sales in both regions grew yoy along with
Spain Italy, Belgium and Austria while sales in Germany and France (each accounts for approx.
8% in group revenues) declined. The decline can be explained by the high portion of wholesale
business in both regions. Although the downwards trend in wholesale seems to have been
stopped in 4Q, the FY 13/ 14 group wholesale revenues declined by 8% while Wolford’s own
points of sale grew by 5%, and the online business by 23% yoy. Earlier in FY 13/ 14 the
company announced to streamline its product portfolio (i.e. dispose the swimwear segment,
downscale ready-to-wear and concentrate on the core businesses like legwear and lingerie).
However, this is not reflected in the product mix so far (legwear, lingerie and swimwear share in
revenues remained unchanged yoy and only ready-to wear declined slightly from 31% to 30%).
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Management outlook: In its outlook for FY 14/ 15 the management is targeting an operational
turnaround stating that due to EUR 7.4 mn positive one offs which the company will realise in
1Q 13/ 14 it is well on the way to achieving this target.
Outlook and recommendation: Overall we value the set of figures neutral while the outlook looks
rather disappointing - should the management target positive results only if including one offs.
However, taking into account a still solid asset base and the frequently appearing squeeze out
phantasies we see no need to change our HOLD recommendation.
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